Northeast Frontier Railway

Railway Recruitment Cell
Station Colony, Pan Bazar, Guwahati-781001
CEN No. 01/2015 : Special Recruitment Drive for Persons With Disabilities (SRD-PWD)
for recruitment in erstwhile Group-D posts in PB-1 with Grade Pay Rs.1800/-(6th CPC)
Provisional Part Panel-1
Date of Panel : 21.10.2016
1. Online examination for SRD-PWD against CEN. No. 01/2015 conducted by Northern
Railway (Nodal RRC) was held between 22.02.2016 to 26.02.2016 to fill up 16 posts in
N.F.Railway earmarked for Persons with Disabilities (PWD). The document verification
(DV) of shortlisted candidates was held on 27.07.2016 and absentee DV on 11.08.2016.
2. A provisional panel of 09 candidates (OH-03, HH-02, VH-04 ) is given below. Roll numbers
are in ascending order and not in order of merit.
3. Offers of appointment will be issued by appointing divisions / units in due course.
4. Further verification of the remaining candidates shortlisted for document verification is in
progress and decision will be taken in due course.
5. Cut off marks for empanelment will be published with the final panel.
6. The panel is purely provisional. If it is found at any stage of the recruitment / after
appointment that the candidate does not fulfill all / any of the conditions of eligibility, his /
her candidature / appointment will be cancelled and no appeal against such cancellation will
be entertained.
7. Although utmost care has been taken to upload / publish the details correctly, RRC/NFR
reserves the right to rectify any inadvertent error at any stage.
8. RRC/NFR regrets inability to entertain any correspondence from unsuccessful candidates.
9. Please visit the website www.nfr.indianrailways.gov.in for updates.

I. Orthopaedically Handicapped (OH) candidates (Total - 03)

126610011966

167310062237

508410020205

II. Hearing Handicapped (HH) Candidates (Total - 02)

346110030354

III.

508410010023

Visually Handicapped (VH) Candidates (Total - 04)

156810040182

156810070239

395210010009

508410020170
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